[Induced synchronization of alpha rhythm in the time intervals between the visual stimuli at different degrees of set flexibility].
In healthy adults (n = 35) was used the model the set study of recognition angry facial expression. The load on working memory by extending the interstimuli time up to 16 sec between the target (facial image) and starting (spot light) stimuli does not lead to a significant slowdown of switching of the set. Differences in the magnitude of the induced synchronization of the alpha rhythm in interstimulus period obtained in the subjects with the change in recognition of emotional facial expressions and the subjects "without errors". At the last group synchronization is clearly more pronounced. The implementation of successive cognitive acts is modulated by selective attention, whichis evident in the level of changes the induced synchronization/desynchronization of alpha range potential. The proposed mechanism "inhibitory control" provides the flexibility of cognitive processes by suppressing effect on cortical processes irrelevant factors during interstimulation pauses. This "protective" mechanism, we believe due to little effect of the loading on working memory.